AbstractÐImage mosaicing is commonly used to increase the visual field of view by pasting together many images or video frames. Existing mosaicing methods are based on projecting all images onto a predetermined single manifold: A plane is commonly used for a camera translating sideways, a cylinder is used for a panning camera, and a sphere is used for a camera which is both panning and tilting. While different mosaicing methods should therefore be used for different types of camera motion, more general types of camera motion, such as forward motion, are practically impossible for traditional mosaicing. A new methodology to allow image mosaicing in more general cases of camera motion is presented. Mosaicing is performed by projecting thin strips from the images onto manifolds which are adapted to the camera motion. While the limitations of existing mosaicing techniques are a result of using predetermined manifolds, the use of more general manifolds overcomes these limitations.
INTRODUCTION
C REATING pictures having larger field of view by combining many smaller images is common since the beginning of photography, as the camera's field of view is smaller than the human field of view. In addition, some large objects cannot be captured in a single picture as is the case in aerial photography. Using omnidirectional cameras [19] can provide a partial solution, but capturing a wide field of view with the limited resolution of a video camera compromises image resolution. A common solution is photo-mosaicing: aligning and pasting pictures, or frames in a video sequence, to create a wider view. Digital photography enabled new implementations for mosaicing [17] , [18] , [20] , [3] , [10] , [28] , which were first applied to aerial and satellite images and later used for scene and object representation.
The simplest mosaics are created by panning the camera around its optical center, in which case the panoramic image can be created on a cylindrical or a spherical manifold [15] , [5] , [16] , [29] , [12] , [28] . The original images, which are formed by a perspective projection onto a plane, are warped to be perspectively projected into an appropriate cylinder, where they can be combined to a full 360 degrees panorama, as in Fig. 1 . While the limitations to pure sideways rotation enable easy mosaicing without the problems of motion parallax, this approach cannot be used with other camera motions.
Simple mosaicing is also possible from a set of images whose mutual displacements are pure image-plane translations. This is the case for a translating camera orthogonally viewing a planar scene. For somewhat more general camera motions, more general transformation for image alignment can be used, like a global affine transformation or a planar-projective transformation [4] , [7] , [11] , [26] , [10] . In most cases, images are aligned pairwise using the global parametric transformation, a reference frame is selected, and all images are aligned to this reference frame and combined to create the panoramic mosaic. Such methods imply the perspective projection of all the images onto the planar manifold corresponding to the image plane of the reference frame. Using a planar manifold and aligning all frames to a single reference frame is reasonable only when there are no considerable depth differences in the scene and the camera motion is mainly a sideways translation and rotation around the optical axis. Significant distortions are created, for example, in more general camera motion which includes sideway rotation or when there are scale changes in the image due to camera translation, as shown in Fig. 2 .
Most restrictions on the motion of the camera used for mosaicing can be eliminated by using a manifold whose shape is determined adaptively during the mosaicing process. To enable undistorted mosaicing the selected manifold should have the property that, after projecting the images onto the manifold, the optical flow 1 vectors become approximately uniform: parallel to each other and of equal magnitude. Typical cases for this optical flow are sideways image translation, where the manifold is a plane and a panning camera, where the manifold is a vertical cylinder and the optical flow in a center of the image is approximately uniform. Different manifolds relating to more general camera motions will be presented in this paper. It will be shown, for example, that the general case of a translating camera can be handled using a cylindrical manifold whose axis is the direction of motion.
When a moving camera captures a general static scene, the optical flow depends on the scene depth, making mosaicing difficult. A technique for mosaicing such scenes is the ªslit camera,º or the ªpushbroom camera,º used in aerial photography [8] . This camera can be modeled as a 1D sensor array which collects strips by ªsweepingº the scene, as described in Fig. 3 .
The imaging process of the pushbroom camera can be modeled by a multiperspective projection: For each strip, the projection is perspective, while different strips may be acquired from different viewpoints. Thus, in the direction of the strips, the projection is perspective, while, in the scanning direction, the projection is parallel. Since under parallel projection there is no parallax, the strips in the resulting mosaic are aligned at the seams.
All mosaicing techniques described in this paper process video sequences acquired by perspective cameras moving on a smooth route. They approximate the mosaic image which would have been acquired by a pushbroom camera moving on the same route. This is done by reprojecting thin strips from the images onto a manifold such that the optical flow becomes approximately uniform: parallel and of equal magnitude. Usually, both the manifold and the reprojection transformation are computed implicitly.
The implementations of manifold mosaicing presented here are based on the motion computed between the images. Unlike other methods for multiperspective mosaics [22] , [30] , the mosaics are usually constructed without knowing or recovering the structure of the scene and without knowing explicitly the full motion and calibration of the camera.
The warping of the strips to induce parallel and uniform optical flow can sometimes be achieved in two steps: First, the images are rectified [9] , [14] to get a parallel and horizontal optical flow. After rectification, the images are resampled by interpolating the coordinates linearly along the flow. This method has several drawbacks: 1) Image rectification assumes camera translation. Mosaicing must handle pure rotations. 2) Image rectification rotates the image planes to be parallel to the camera translation vector. In order to rectify more than two images, it should be assumed that the camera translates in a constant direction.
The projection of the strips onto the manifold can be viewed as a ªRectificationº onto a nonplanar manifold.
Each region in the mosaic is taken from that image where it is captured at highest resolution. While this could have been neglected in the traditional mosaicing, which does not allow any scale changes, it is critical for general camera motions where, for example, a region is seen at higher resolution when closer.
Examples of manifold mosaicing using strips will be given for cases of almost uniform image translations caused by a panning camera [21] , for a forward moving camera [24] , [23] , and for 2D planar projective transformation caused by a tilted panning camera or a tilted camera translating in a planar scene [33] . Mosaics generated in this manner can be considered as similar to the vertical ªslitsº [31] or the ªlinear push-broom camerasº [8] . However, unlike the straight ªslitº or ªbroom,º the broom in manifold mosaicing may change its shape from a straight line to a circular arc to become mostly perpendicular to the optical flow. This demonstrates the flexibility in mosaicing with strips, and its adaptation to changes in camera motion.
MOSAICING WITH STRIPS
Most existing mosaicing systems align and combine full images or video frames [28] , [10] , [26] , [13] . The combination of full frames into mosaics introduces some difficulties:
. It is almost impossible to accurately align complete frames due to lens distortion, motion parallax, moving objects, etc. This results in ªghostingº or blurring when the mosaic is constructed. Similar Fig. 1 . A panoramic image can be generated from a panning camera by combining the images on the surface of a cylinder. Fig. 2 . Mosaicing images of a planar scene under a tilted view by warping the input images to the coordinate system of the reference image. The resulting mosaic will be curled. artifacts may appear due to accumulative error in the motion between nonsuccessive frames. . It is difficult to determine the mosaicing manifold, e.g., if all images are aligned to one reference image, different reference images will give different mosaics. In the case of a projection onto a cylinder, it is important that the camera motion is a pure sideways rotation. In order to overcome the above difficulties, we propose using mosaicing with strips. Thin strips are taken from the input images and placed, after warping, onto the mosaic. We present implementations of manifold mosaicing for several types of scenarios. All the implementations are satisfying the following principles:
. The width of the strips should be proportional to the motion. . The borders of the strips should match. For example, when moving to the right, the right border of the strips taken from image I n should correspond to the left border of the strip taken from image I n1 . This is necessary in order to get a continuous mosaic. . The collected strips should be warped and pasted into the mosaic image such that, after warping, their optical flow becomes parallel to the direction in which the panoramic image is constructed and of equal magnitude. . In order to avoid global resizing, each image strip includes a feature (the anchor) which does not change under the warping. . It is recommended to have the anchor perpendicular to the optical flow. This maximizes the information collected by the virtual 1D sensor array. . It is recommended to take the strips from the center of the image to reduce effects of lens distortion. The warping of the strips into the mosaic is equivalent to reprojection onto a manifold without the explicit computation of the manifold. No accumulative distortions are encountered as each strip contains an anchor and is warped to match just its neighboring strips. The anchors are placed parallel along the mosaic, completing a parallel projection in the direction of the motion of the camera. Thus, the anchors are the realization of the ªslitº or ªbroomº of the virtual camera. Assuming the motion between successive . Determining the shape of the slit with camera translation. In this case, the optimal slit will be the longest circular section having its center at the FOE and passing through the field of view. This is the longest curve in the FOV that is perpendicular to the optical flow. frames is small, canceling the parallax by linear interpolation of the coordinates along the flow is a satisfying approximation for the narrow gaps between the anchors. When the strips are wide, it is possible to reduce the parallax and simulate the parallel projection by generating intermediate views [27] , [6] . The introduction of intermediate views simulates a denser image sequence, where the strips are narrower, with smaller discontinuities due to motion parallax.
In order to maximize the information collection rate of the 1D sensor, it is recommended to have the slit perpendicular to the optical flow, as illustrated in Fig. 5 . An example for the determination of the shape of the slit is given for image motion generated by pure translation of the camera, as shown in Fig. 6 . In this case, the image motion can be described by a radial optical flow emanating from the focus of expansion (FOE) and the field of view of the camera (FOV) can be described as a circle on the image plane. The optimal slit is the longest circular section having its center at the FOE and passing through the FOV. This is the longest curve in the FOV that is perpendicular to the optical flow.
The definition of the scanning slit as perpendicular to the optical flow is very simple for some cases.
. In sideways image motion, the optimal slit is vertical (Fig. 5a ). . In image scaling (zoom) and in forward motion, the optimal slit is a circle (Fig. 5c ). . In image motion generated by camera translation, the optimal slit is a circular arc (Fig. 5d ). Image motion is usually more general than these simple special cases. However, in most cases, slits that are straight lines, circular curves, or elliptic curves are sufficient for mosaicing.
The shape of the slit determines the shape of the manifold on which the mosaic is created. The circular slit, for example (Fig. 5c) , forms a cylindrical manifold. In Fig. 7 , it is demonstrated how the anchors form the manifold.
When mosaicing with strips, changes in image brightness, usually caused by automatic gain control, cause visible brightness seams between strips. These illumination discontinuities can be eliminated by blending the different images, for example, using the Laplacian pyramid [3] .
IMPLEMENTATION EXAMPLES
In this section, implementations of manifold mosaicing are described. First, the simple case of a camera moving on a Fig. 9 . The relation between pipe projection and mosaicing with strips. The strip on the pipe corresponds to a strip on the image that is warped to achieve parallel optical flow. Strips are taken from the images in which best resolution is obtained. horizontal path [31] , [21] , where the optical flow can be approximated at the center as horizontal and uniform.
Then, we describe two algorithms for mosaicing from a forward moving camera. The first algorithm constructs the mosaic by explicitly reprojecting the images onto the pipe manifold [24] . The second algorithm performs the reprojection implicitly by pasting strips onto the mosaic image [23] .
Finally, an algorithm is described for cases in which the image motion can be described by a 2D homography. This algorithm handles the case of a tilted panning camera and the case of a tilted camera translating in a planar scene.
Horizontal Motion
A mosaicing approach which creates, for the first time, multiperspective panoramic views on general manifolds has been described in [31] . It was assumed that the camera motion and calibration are known from an external device and that its motion is a combination of translation sideways on a plane and panning. When the camera pans, the motion in the center of the image is approximately horizontal and uniform. Similar image motion occurs when the camera translates sideways, assuming there are no considerable depth differences. Thus, a mosaic can be constructed by copying thin vertical strips from the input images and pasting them side by side onto the mosaic image. This is equivalent to projecting the strips onto a manifold which is a combination of cylindrical patches (when the camera pans, as in Fig. 1 ) and planar patches (when the camera only translates). For a more general motion combining panning and horizontal translation, the manifold follows the center strip of the images as shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 4 and the process can be viewed as a 1D vertical slit camera which is scanning the scene.
Manifold mosaicing can be implemented without knowing the camera motion and internal parameters from an external device [21] . First, the motion between the images is computed pairwise, using 2D rotation and translation model. Then, the rotations about the Z-axis are canceled and narrow vertical strips from the centers of the images are pasted onto the mosaic image.
The strips are taken from the center of the image to minimize effects of misalignment. There are three reasons for that selection:
. The approximation of the motion generated by a panning camera as uniform is optimal at the center of the image. . Lens distortion is minimal at the center of the images . Alignment is usually better at the center than at the edges of the pictures. This selection corresponds to the Voronoi tessellation [1] . Using the Voronoi tessellation for image cut-and-paste reduces visible misalignment due to lens distortions. Voronoi tessellation causes every seam to be at the same distance from the two corresponding image centers. As lens distortions are radial, features that are perpendicular to the seam will be distorted equally on the seam and, therefore, will remain aligned regardless of lens distortion. The construction of the mosaic is very fast and has been demonstrated live on a PC [21] . Results are impressive in most cases and have the desired feature of manifold mosaicing: Each object in the mosaic appears in the same size as it appears in the video frames, avoiding any scaling and, therefore, avoiding distortions and loss of resolution. Mosaicing is done without the explicit assumption of pure rotation and without the need to project the images onto a cylinder before mosaicing. Fig. 14 and Fig. 13 show panoramic mosaic images created with an implementation of the manifold mosaicing on the PC [21] . 14. An example of panoramic imaging using manifold mosaicing with straight strips. The curved boundary is created by the unstabilized motion of the hand-held camera.
Forward Motion Using Pipe Projection
Forward camera motion used to be the classical case where traditional mosaicing fails. A theoretical camera model which handles the case of forward motion is a slit camera which scans the scene through a circular slit. This slit is symmetrical around the FOE and gives a wide FOV [32] .
Manifold mosaicing can approximately simulate the ªCircular slitº camera using a cylindrical manifold along the trajectory of the camera. We call the 3D projection on such a manifold ªPipe Projectionº and its definition is described in this section.
The translation of the camera (and also zoom) induces radial optical flow which emerges from the FOE, except for the singular case of sideways translation in which the optical flow vectors are parallel. Cases of radial optical flow are much more complicated for mosaicing as the optical flow is not parallel and may depend on the structure of the scene. The pipe projection described in this section simplifies the mosaicing in these cases.
The internal parameters of the camera are assumed to be known throughout this presentation. It should be mentioned though that an error in the focal length results only in a scaling of the mosaic.
Given a sequence of images taken by a translating camera, we would like to transform the images such that the radial optical flow will turn into a parallel optical flow in the transformed representation. In order to do that, we project the 2D planar image onto a 3D cylindrical manifold, which we call a pipe (see Fig. 8 ). The axis of the pipeŝ is chosen to pass through the optical center O 0; 0; 0 and through the FOE S s x ; s y ; f c , where f c is the focal length, and, thus,ŝ S=jSj. Each image point P x; y; f c is projected onto to its corresponding point Q on the pipe. The point Q is collinear with O and P and its distance from the pipe's axisŝ is R, where R is the radius of the pipe. The pipe projection is similar to the pipe-rectification proposed in [25] for stereo matching, but the projection from image to cylinder is different.
In the pipe representation of the image, the optical flow of each pixel Q is now parallel to the pipe's axisŝ. This does not solve the problem of motion parallax, but limits the distortion caused by parallax to be only along the trajectory of the camera. When the frame-rate is high and the depth differences are not significant, the pipe projection gives a good approximation of the mosaic generated from the ªCircular slitº model. View interpolation can be used to reduce the parallax effects when the frame rate is not high enough.
The position in the pipe of a point Q is represented by k, the position along the axisŝ, and , the angle fromd.d andr are unit vectors chosen to form a Cartesian coordinate system together withŝ. The 3D position of a point k; on the pipe is Q Q x ; Q y ; Q z kŝ Rcosd Rsinr and the corresponding pixel in the image plane for the point Q is P x; y; f c f c Q x =Q z ; f c Q y =Q z ; f c . Pixels in the image whose original distance from the axiŝ s is less than R become magnified on the pipe, but, when projected back to the image, they restore their resolution. However, pixels with distance greater than R shrink on the pipe, thus losing their original resolution. Note that selecting
where w and h are the width and height of the image, ensures that no pixel will reduce its resolution at the projection, as the intersection of the pipe with the image plane never occurs within the image boundaries.
Most regions on the pipe are covered by projections from several images. For every point in the pipe, the projected values are taken from the image having the best resolution among all projected images. The best preserved resolution is around the intersection of the pipe with the image plane (Q z f) and the resolution decreases as jQ z À f c j increases. This definition forms a strip which will be be taken from that image having best resolution. An example is in Fig. 9 .
The pipe representation is a natural generalization of the planar manifold and the cylindrical manifold: The planar manifold is analogous to the side of the pipe and the cylindrical manifold is analogous to a pipe with zero trajectory.
Cases like oblique view, forward motion, and zoom can be handled well using the pipe projection and give good results, while traditional mosaicing methods may fail in these cases. The pipe projection fits best, cases with close-tolinear translation. When the motion is more complicated, it is recommended to use the strip mechanism described in the next section. An example for the use of pipe projection is shown in Fig. 10 .
Curved Strips for Forward Motion
Manifold mosaicing with curved strips can be used for the case of varying forward motion by implicitly simulating projection of strips onto a mosaicing manifold. The manifold is determined by the motion and can vary from one image to another, as demonstrated in Fig. 7 . For simplicity, we show here the implementation of the scheme when the motion can be described by a parametric model.
Image Alignment
The image alignment used in our implementation for forward camera motion was a transformation describing a perspective projection of a plane (homography). While this is a transformation having only eight parameters, it gave reasonable overall results in our examples, as in Fig. 15 . This transformation is described by the following equations:
Image alignment is performed between every two consecutive images using one of many methods (e.g., [2] ). Since rotation about the optical axis does not introduce new information, we derotate the images by an approximation to such a rotation:
2 ! z % eÀc 2 . After the derotation, the homography is recomputed. The process of computing the 2. In a small rotation ! z about the Z-axis, x H x À ! z y and y H y ! z x. Therefore, in (1), e % ! z and c % À! z .
homography followed by derotation is iterated several times until convergence.
Determining the Anchor
In each image, a curve which is maximally perpendicular to the optical flow is chosen as an anchor. Finding a curve that is exactly perpendicular to the optical flow is difficult in the case of a homography and sometimes an exact curve does not exist. Elliptic curves which are almost perpendicular to the image motion were used as an approximation. The ellipse is defined by using only six of the eight parameters (the affine parameters a; b; c; d; e; f) of the transformation. The elliptic curve is centered at the settle point of the transformation (the point where x n ; y n % x nÀ1 ; y nÀ1 or the point where this difference is the smallest). To find the settle point of the homography, an initial guess is used from the settle point of an affine transformation. From the equation: This initial guess is used to start a minimization process to find the settle point (or the best approximation to a settle point) of the planar projective transformation. Note that the settle point can be outside the image itself, as in the case of sideways motion, where it is in infinity.
The radius of the ellipse depends on the self-characteristics of the sequence. Using a large radius will create a mosaic with higher resolution since the strip will be taken near the borders of the image, where objects are closest to the camera. On the other hand, it is recommended not to use the most external borders where lens distortion is maximal.
Strip Selection
In order to determine the strip to be taken from Image I n , the anchor of the the succeeding frame, I n1 , should be considered.
Let e n1 be the transformation relating points p n1 x n1 ; y n1 in Image I n1 to the corresponding points p n x n ; y n in Image I n . And, let the lines p n x n ; y n 0 and p n1 x n1 ; y n1 0 be the anchors of the images I n and I n1 , respectively.
The strip that is taken from the image I n is determined to be the region bounded between the two lines p n x n ; y n 0 and p H n1 x n ; y n 0 in I n , where p H n1 x n ; y n 0 is the curve corresponding to the anchor p n1 x n ; y n 0 in I n using the transformation e n1 (see Figs. 11a, 11b, and 11c) .
This selection of the boundaries of the strip ensures that no information is missed or duplicated along the strip collection as the orthogonality to the optical flow is kept.
Mosaic construction is performed in a direction determined by the location of the settle point of the transformation and the center of the image. To create continuous mosaic images while avoiding accumulated distortions, the warping of the strips should depend only on an adjacent original frame, independent of the history of previous warpings. In our scheme, the back side of each strip is chosen to be an anchor and, thus, it is never changed. The front side of the strip is warped to match the back side of the next strip defined by p H n1 , as shown in Fig. 11d . In the case of constant translation, the anchors for all images are identical and, thus, the optical flow becomes parallel to the direction in which the panoramic mosaic is constructed. Under the assumption of slowly varying motion, the original optical flow becomes close-to-parallel after the warping, avoiding significant scaling of the mosaic.
Rectified Mosaicing: A Tilted Camera
The mosaicing algorithm described in Section 3.1 flawlessly handles the following two cases:
. A panning camera, when the optical axis is perpendicular to the rotation axis. For example, when a camera is panning from left to right with a vertical rotation axis, its optical axis must be horizontal. . A translating camera scanning a plane in the scene with the viewing direction perpendicular to the plane and the motion direction parallel to the plane. When the camera motion and the viewing directions are different, e.g., when the camera is tilted, this mosaicing algorithm constructs a curled or otherwise distorted mosaic. In this section, an algorithm to handle this case is presented. The camera is assumed to be either panning and tilted or translating in a planar scene or moving horizontally, as in Section 3.1, but with a tilt. The image motion model used is a homography, which is assumed to be computed by one of many methods (e.g., [2] ).
For simplicity of explanation, we assume that the optical flow is close to parallel and close to horizontal and, therefore, we simulate a pushbroom camera having a vertical straight slit. Thus, the ªanchor,º the feature in the strip that does not change with the warping of the strip, will also be a vertical straight line. The method can be easily adapted to nonhorizontal motion.
Consider the case of a camera translating to the right in front of a planar scene, with the viewing direction tilted up and to the right from a perpendicular view. When the plane is covered with equidistant horizontal and vertical lines, each image of this plane is similar to Fig. 12a . Parallel lines on the plane are not parallel in the image and a square in the plane is projected onto a general quadrangle in the image. The motion between consecutive images is similar to the one in Fig. 12a . A similar phenomenon occurs when the camera rotates about an arbitrary axis. Parallel vertical lines on the cylinder are not parallel in the image, as shown in Fig. 12b .
In order to use these images in the manifold mosaicing scheme, narrow strips should be taken from the images and warped such that the optical flow becomes approximately parallel and of equal magnitude. Our method approximates a uniform horizontal optical flow by placing the anchors in parallel on the mosaic, with vertical offset which corresponds to the vertical motion of the camera. The narrow gaps between the anchors are filled using linear horizontal interpolation of the coordinates, assuring alignment along the seams. When the camera translates in a planar scene, the anchors are projections of parallel lines on the plane and, thus, parallel lines in the world are projected onto parallel lines in the mosaic image. When the camera pans, the anchors are projections of parallel lines on a cylinder centered in the camera rotation axis and, thus, parallel lines on the cylinder are projected on parallel lines in the mosaic.
The implementation details of rectified mosaicing are described in the Appendix. Comparisons of the results in the cases of a translating camera and a panning camera are shown in Figs. 16 and 17 . Mosaicing on a surface of a manifold, which is determined dynamically based on the motion of the camera, has been introduced. Strips from the images are reprojected onto the manifold using multiperspective projection.
Manifold mosaicing can be performed by computing the manifold explicitly from the ego motion of the camera and projecting the images onto that manifold. Alternatively, this projection can be done implicitly by the process of cutting and warping strips and without explicit computation of the manifold.
Manifold mosaics represent the entire environment of a video shot in a single, static image. This single image can be used as a summary of the video clip for video browsing or as a compressed representation of the shot which can be approximately regenerated from the mosaic given the stored motion parameters.
APPENDIX A RECTIFIED MOSAICINGÐIMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
This appendix completes the implementation details of rectified mosaicing, as described in Section 3.4.
The algorithm comes in two variants, one using asymmetric strips and the other using symmetric strips. In the first algorithm, one of the borders of the strip is used as the anchor. It is simpler than the second algorithm and useful when the borders of the strips are close to the borders of the image, which is recommended when the motion induces significant changes of scale in the image. In the second algorithm, a vertical line in the middle of the strip is used as the anchor. When the anchor is the central vertical line of the image, this algorithm is less sensitive to lens distortion and less dependent on the direction of motion. For methodological reasons, we assume, for both algorithms, that the camera is translating to the right in front of a planar scene. In order to follow the technical details, we recommend the reader use Figs. 18 and 19 .
A.1 Asymmetrical Strips
Assuming the camera motion is to the right, we use the left border of the strip as the anchor (Fig. 18) . We mark the intersection of the anchor with the top and bottom image borders by P k and Q k . Given the homography H k between Image I k and Image
Let L k be the line passing throughQ k andP k . We find on the line L k two points Q H k and P H k such that their distance is like the distance betweenQ k andP k and their centroid is on the middle row of the image. The region in the image to be warped to a strip in the mosaic is defined by the quadrangle Q H k P H k P k Q k . The warping is done by smooth (e.g., bilinear) interpolation of the coordinates of Q H k ; P H k ; P k ; Q k . The use of an interpolation is needed for strip alignment and this is an approximation to the real transformation which is unknown. As the strips are very narrow, this approximation is satisfying.
The next strip in the mosaic is placed with vertical offset of IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON PATTERN ANALYSIS AND MACHINE INTELLIGENCE, VOL. 22, NO. 10, OCTOBER 2000 Fig. 18 . Nonsymmetric strip. The anchor is the left border of the strip. Fig. 19 . Mosaicing with symmetrical strips. A rectangular strip in the mosaic is mapped to the gray polygonal region in the image.
the current strip, where h is the image height.
A.2 Symmetrical Strips
We assume similar imaging conditions as in Section 1.
Let C k be the vertical line at the center of the image and let P k , Q k be its intersections with the top and bottom image borders.
We would like to choose a region which is approximately symmetrical around C k , to reduce lens distortion. (This is the reason for choosing C k as the anchor. In general, any other line can be used.) This region is illustrated in Fig. 19 .
Given the homography H kÀ1 between Image I k and Image I kÀ1 , let O kÀ1 be the center of image I kÀ1 and let d be the vertical offset between O kÀ1 and H kÀ1 O kÀ1 . Let P H k be a point shifted from P k by d, and let Q H k be a point vertically shifted from Q k by d. A similar procedure is applied between images I k and I k1 , based on the homography H k between the images. Now, the homographies are used to map points P H k1 and Q H k1 from Image I k1 and points P kÀ1 and Q kÀ1 from Image I kÀ1 , to Image I k . Then, middle points are found: Let F L be the homography mapping an arbitrary rectangle UVWX to the points H kÀ1 P kÀ1 ; P H k ; Q H k ; H kÀ1 Q kÀ1 , respectively, and let F R be the homography mapping UVWX to the points P k ; H 
A 12 F R U V 2 ; A 22 F R W X 2 :
The polygonal region in the image is comprised of two quadrangles: the left quadrangle, with the corners at P H k , Q H k , A 11 , and A 21 , and the right quadrangle, with the corners at P k , Q k , A 12 , and A 22 . Each of these quadrangles is mapped to a rectangle in the mosaic. The left quadrangle is warped to a rectangle in the mosaic by some smooth (e.g., bilinear) interpolation of the coordinates of the corners like in the asymmetric case. A similar process is applied to the right part of the strip (rectangle) and the right part of the region.
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